
TOP 5 MOBILITY PRODUCTS

LENOVO MIIX 520T 
One super smart, powerful and 
versatile 2-in-1. With seamless quad-
core processing and advanced mobile 
network connectivity, the Miix 520 
lets you do anything, anywhere.

Part Code S10180995

SAMSUNG GALAXY S10
Engineered to charge Qi-certified 
devices and some Samsung wearable 
devices like a wireless charger. Use it to 
power up your friend’s phone, or charge 
your earbuds on the go. 

Part Code S10245730
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TOP NEW PRODUCTS 
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FUJITSU U938    
This ultra-mobile Notebook 
stands out of the crowd. All-
day battery runtime ensures 
all-day productivity, while 
security features such as the 
integrated palm vein sensor 
keep your business data 
protected. 

Part Code S10241787

TOSHIBA X30T-E    
If you need to get things 
done, you need the 
next professional 2-in-1 
detachable. The Portege 
X30T. Supremely versatile, 
it can help you achieve 
whatever you need, no 
matter where you may be.

Part code S10234869
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LENOVO T480
Designed for serious business. 
Boasting the latest power-
packed processors and an all-
day battery, this 14” laptop 
is robust yet light enough to 
accompany you anywhere.

Part Code S10191802 
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JBL EON ONE PRO  
EON ONE PRO optimizes 
sound dispersion so your 
audience can hear your 
performance from all 
angles—even from behind. 
It can even recalibrate its 
sound depending on the 
number of high-frequency 
height spacers chosen. 

Part code S10248920

PEERLESS   
DS-VW775-QR    
Peerless-AV’s Supreme Full 
Service Video Wall Mount 
raises the bar of excellence 
with an enhanced feature 
set centered on ease of 
install and display alignment.

Part code S10202293 

NOKIA 4.2
Nokia 4.2 delivers a pure Android 
experience with Android One, running 
on Android 9 Pie. No clutter, no third-
party software, and free monthly security 
updates.

Part Code S10252184 

  

BUFFALO MINISTATION EXTREME 
Extreme design for the road: Shock 
protection, 256-bit AES encryption and 
USB cable integrated into chassis so you 
can never forget it.

Part Code BUFHD-PZF1.0U3S-EU

DELL LATITUDE 5490  
Work flexibly on the go. 
The ultimate 14” productivity 
tool, designed for better security, 
manageability and reliability. 
Built with a versatile design and 
essential business features. 

Part Code S10222882

CONXEASY SB603 
SOUNDBAR
A high efficiency, high output 
power audio solution that 
delivers excellent value for money 
and is the perfect complement 
to interactive whiteboards or 
interactive flat panels.  

Part Code S10154081

PEERLESS SF650P
Offers the most versatile 
installation features and 
mounting options. Horizontal 
and vertical adjustment 
abilities make it easier than 
ever to find the perfect TV 
position.

Part Code PLSSF650P/BK 

DELL POWEREDGE T440
Powerful, expandable and 
quiet. Drive a wide variety of 
office workloads with flexible 
performance and capacity in a 
worry-free infrastructure.

Contact your Exertis account 
manager 

DELL LATITUDE 7390 
Impressive power in a 
premium design. 13” 
business-class laptop for 
professionals who need 
mobility. Now available 
in stunning machined 
aluminium, carbon fibre or 
magnesium alloy.

Part code S10222887

SONY XPERIA 1 
Made with the advanced technology from 
Sony’s professional monitors, cameras and 
audio devices. Featuring the world’s first 
21:9 CinemaWide™ 4K HDR OLED display 
and a pro-quality triple lens camera.

Contact your Exertis account manager
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